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Why Na-FeCl2 Battery
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• Na-FeCl2 batteries at 190 °C: high capacity 116 mAh/g at a high current
density 0.6C
• The superior rate performance compared to Ni: fast kinetics of the Fe/Fe2+
• Na-FeCl2 battery: lower voltage than Na-NiCl2, but both Fe and Ni batteries
have high specific capacities and energies
• Switching from Ni to Fe: huge price cut in raw materials

Decomposition of NaAlCl4

Fig.1 Cell voltages of NaMH batteries using Fe or Ni
cathodes. Ni and Fe
cathodes are compared in
the table shown as an inset.
Theoretical
capacity
is
based on the stoichiometric
ratio of M/NaCl = 0.5 (M =
Ni or Fe)

• We show that Na-FeCl2 batteries can be assembled in a discharged state to
greatly simplify the assembly and improve safety

Grid

Stability of Na-FeCl2 batteries
• Fe particle pulverization originating from liquid-phase reactions was
determined to be the major source of capacity fading during long-term
cycling (Fig.2)

• We propose that Fe particle pulverization is the likely mechanism for
capacity fading (Fig.4)

Fig.3 A schematic
view of pathways to
Fe
particle
pulverization induced
by partial dissolution
of
FeCl2
and
Na6FeCl8

Addressing cycling stability in Na-FeCl2 batteries
• We show that adding moderate levels of Ni helps mitigate the long-term
capacity loss (Fig.4)
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There is a need of developing energy storage systems to store intermittently
produced solar, wind and tide energy for reliable grid applications.
• Sodium-nickel chloride (Na-NiCl2 or Zebra) batteries have superior safety
and long cycle/shelf life. The drawbacks are their low charge rates and high
cost of Ni. Fe is an attractive alternative to Ni, but so far, the Na-FeCl2
batteries haven’t demonstrated sufficient operational lifetime.
• Here we investigate the possible causes for the Na-FeCl2 battery short
cycling lifetime and develop the approach to address them.

Mechanism of Na-FeCl2 battery capacity fading
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Fig.4 Stable long-term cycling
performance in terms of b)
specific capacity, and c) specific
energy of Na-FeCl2 batteries with
10 wt.% Ni as cathode additive
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• Addition of 10% Ni to the cathode enables 200 cycles of stable charge

Conclusions and Future work
• An advanced intermediate-temperature Na-FeCl2 battery with high-rate
performance is demonstrated
• A significant capacity fading of this battery occurs under long-term testing
• The proposed mechanism involves cathode pulverization and dissolution
• Addition of 10% Ni to the cathode partially mitigates the problem, but
further improvement is necessary to achieve practical viability
• The improved stability can be accomplished by using additives or thermal
treatments of the cathode to prevent pulverization and dissolution
• Rapid screening techniques for assessing cycling stability will be highly
desirable
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Fig.2 d) Long-term performance of Na-FeCl2 cells cycled at a current of 30 mA e)
SEM and f) EDX Fe mapping images before the long-term cycling; g) SEM and h) Fe
mapping images after the long-term cycling
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